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Abstract

It is a challenging task to teach machines or comput-
ers to paint like human artists in a stroke-by-stroke fash-
ion. Despite advances in stroke-based image rendering
and deep learning-based image rendering, the existing
painting methods have limitations: 1) lacking the flexi-
bility to choose different art-style strokes, 2) losing con-
tent details of images, and 3) generating few art styles
of paintings. In this paper, we propose a Stroke-Style
Generative Adversarial Network (namely Stroke-GAN)
to solve the first two limitations. Our Stroke-GAN learn-
s styles of strokes from different stroke-style dataset-
s and produces diverse stroke styles. We design three
players in Stroke-GAN to generate pure-color strokes
close to human artists’ strokes, thereby improving the
quality of painting details. Regarding the limitation
3, based on our Stroke-GAN, we then devise a neural
network named Stroke-GAN Painter that generates d-
ifferent art styles of paintings. Experiments demon-
strate that our artful painter generates different styles
of paintings while well-preserving content details (such
as human face texture and details of buildings) and re-
taining a higher similarity to the given images.

1. Introduction

Painting, as an important visual art, symbolizes human
imagination and ingenuity. Human artists have used a va-
riety of painting instruments to create their artworks with
specific characteristic styles. However, it is time-consuming
for people to master painting skills due to a huge amoun-
t of time being spent on learning, imitating and practising.
The recent emerging computer-aided painting methods gen-
erate non-photorealistic images similar to paintings, there-
by offering effective painting-assistants for human painting
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Figure 1. Learning-to-paint process of Stroke-GAN Painter. The
last column shows the input reference images. Rows from top to
bottom show oil paintings, watercolor paintings, pastel paintings,
respectively. Here, N is the the number of painting times instead
of the stroke number.

learners. But it is still a challenging task to teach machines
to paint artworks referring to the given images like human
artists. Different from directly generating a style-transfer
image or photographic image [31, 9, 35, 37], machine paint-
ing is created by a machine or a computer in a stroke-by-
stroke manner. The key to teaching a machine to mimic
human artists lies in addressing the following three chal-
lenges: 1) painting on the canvas stroke by stroke accord-
ing to a certain stroke order with a given reference image;
2) creating strokes containing the stroke texture similar to
human artists’ strokes; 3) preserving detailed contents of a
given image to create a painting instead of reconstructing a
photorealistic image.

Some conventional methods include stroke-based ren-
dering (SBR) methods [11, 13, 20] make contributions to
stroke modeling. The quality of the stroke texture is good to
mimic the human’s strokes. But, these methods achieve the
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semi-automatic painting process which needs users’ sub-
stantial interventions. Meanwhile, this process is time-
consuming and requires users’ high painting skills. More-
over, these SBR models have a limited number of painting
styles. Compared with conventional SBR models, learning-
based methods have flexible frameworks which can adapt
to diverse art styles. In addition, learning-based methods
can create paintings without users’ interventions. Recent-
ly, researchers typically design recurrent neural networks
(RNN) [10, 36] and Reinforcement Learning (RL) model-
s [7, 33, 16] to generate stroke-by-stroke artworks. How-
ever, this unified framework is lacking flexibility in choos-
ing different styles of strokes and some art-style generated
paintings (i.e., pastel-like paintings) are still losing meticu-
lous details.

To address the above limitations of existing methods, we
propose a new method leveraging advantages of both the
conventional SBR methods and the learning-based meth-
ods. We first design a novel Stroke Generative Adversar-
ial Network (Stroke-GAN) to learn different stroke styles
from stroke-style datasets and generate diverse stroke styles
with adjustable stroke shapes, size, transparency, and col-
or. Based on Stroke-GAN, we then design a neural-network
painter to learn to create different styles of paintings in a
stroke-by-stroke manner, such as oil paintings, watercol-
or paintings, pastel paintings. We name the entire frame-
work as Stroke-GAN Painter. The process of our Stroke-
GAN Painter learning to generate a painting is a coarse-to-
fine manner, as shown in Fig. 1. In particular, our Stroke-
GAN Painter learns to paint from a novice to a veteran,
i.e., the painting quality becomes better by repeating mul-
tiple learning-to-paint processes. The quality of the paint-
ing becomes better with the increased painting times. In
contrast to existing methods, such as sketching [10, 28],
doodling [7], Neural Painter (NP) [25], MDRL Painter (M-
DRLP) [16], our painter generates more diverse art styles of
paintings with different types of strokes. Moreover, the im-
ages generated by our painter also well preserve key content
details (such as face details of portraits) as shown in Fig. 1.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose a three-player-game model, namely
Stroke-GAN, to generate art-style of strokes, which are
fully adjustable in stroke shapes, size, transparency,
and color, thereby greatly improving the stylization of
generated paintings. We design two generators and one
discriminator in Stroke-GAN, where the second gener-
ator learns to purify the stained-color strokes generat-
ed by the first generator. Consequently, the generated
strokes have pure colors and close textures to human
artists’ strokes.

• We design a painter based on Stroke-GAN. We do
not need to train Stroke-GAN Painter on any image

datasets. Our Stroke-GAN Painter learns to create dif-
ferent art styles of paintings based on stylized strokes,
such as oil paintings, watercolor paintings, and pas-
tel paintings, in a unified framework. Our generated
paintings well preserve content details of reference im-
ages while offering stylization diversity of paintings.

• Experimental results show that our painter generates
diverse art styles of paintings covering various con-
tent types, such as portraits, animals, landscapes, and
buildings. Paintings generated by our Stroke-GAN
Painter well preserve content details such as eyes and
teeth of portraits and meticulous details of buildings.
User studies from participants covering various back-
grounds, ages, and genders demonstrate that paintings
generated by our Stroke-GAN Painter win the most
votes with 76.9% of votes in pastel paintings between
two compared methods and win 31.2% of votes in oil
paintings among four compared methods in terms of
fidelity and stylization.

2. Related work

We briefly survey the most related studies on machine
paintings. We roughly classify related studies into con-
ventional stroke-based rendering, learning-based rendering,
and image-style transfer (IST).

2.1. Conventional stroke-based rendering

SBR methods mainly reconstruct images into non-
photorealistic imagery with stroke-based models. Re-
searchers adopt SBR methods to different types of artwork-
s, e.g., paintings [11, 13, 20], pen-and-ink drawings [4, 32],
and stippling drawings [2, 3]. Specifically, the work[11]
introduces a semi-automatic painting method based on a
greedy algorithm while this method needs substantial hu-
man interventions to control the stroke shapes and select the
stroke location. The authors of [13] also propose a style de-
sign for their painting method by using spline-brush strokes
to render the image though this method requires high paint-
ing skills of users. The work [20] proposes a method to
segment an image into areas with similar levels of salience
to control the strokes. However, most of these methods re-
quire substantial human interventions to choose key param-
eters, thereby not convenient for ordinary users. Moreover,
SBR methods only generate a limited number of styles [14],
consequently leading to inflexibility to diverse art styles.

2.2. Learning-based rendering

Recently, researchers have adopted learning-based meth-
ods to improve the painting effect compared with traditional
SBR methods. SPIRAL [7, 24] develops an adversarially-
trained deep reinforcement learning (DRL) agent which
learns structures of images though it does not work well



on reconstructing details of human portraits. Moreover,
Sketch-RNN [10] constructs stroke-based drawings via
training on human-drawn image datasets to achieve ex-
cellent results of common objects though it only depicts
simple-line paintings. StrokeNet [36] trains their agent to
learn to paint based on a differentiable render and recurrent
neural network (RNN) while it is poor when generalizing
on color images. Further, computers are now able to gener-
ate more realistic oil paintings [16, 38, 22] and pastel-like
paintings [25]. MDRLP [16] paints oil-painting-like pic-
tures with a small number of strokes though it only mimics
one style in a unified framework and loses brushstroke tex-
tures. Methods such as [38, 22] improve the stroke texture
by redesigning their stroke renders. NP [25] has a simi-
lar design to ours since both dedicated to generating stroke
by a GAN-based module. However, our approach differ-
s from that method on several aspects. First, we design
a three-player GAN model to generate adjustable strokes
while NP only uses a normal GAN to generate fixed strokes.
Second, our method can learn any stroke datasets while
NP must use the stroke produced by a program namely
MyPaint as the stroke dataset. Third, NP requires mas-
sive manually-labelled stroke dataset to generate one-by-
one action-stroke. Their model requires the same strokes
as the stroke dataset provided by MyPaint to ensure that the
optimized strokes are those that the painting model needs.
Our model has no data-labelling owing to the fact that our
model can paint well by using the three-player Stroke-GAN
to generate strokes similar to the stroke dataset.

2.3. Image style transfer

Image style transfer (IST) methods have become a trend-
ing topic in both research projects and industrial applica-
tions [8, 18, 6, 34, 1] though a few methods have been ap-
plied to stroke-based image rendering. PaintBot [17] based
on a DRL network recreates the target image in a stroke-
by-stroke manner while the painting style is only restrict-
ed to the style of the reference image. Moreover, Neu-
ral Painter [25] designs a method to generate style strokes
to recreate the target image without style reference im-
ages in their model. However, this method requires a large
manually-labelled stroke dataset and also lacks flexibility in
choosing different styles of strokes. Moreover, the generat-
ed paintings lose some meticulous details, e.g., the details
of humane face and textures of buildings.

In this paper, we propose a new learning-based method
namely Stroke-GAN Painter. Our Stroke-GAN Painter in-
tegrates the advance of SBR methods with learning-based
methods to generate diverse styles of paintings with high
quality. Specifically, we design Stroke-GAN to generate
different styles of strokes and Stroke Designer Modules
to generate different style stroke datasets for our Stroke-
GAN. Meanwhile, we design an Artist Module to optimize
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Figure 2. Network architecture of Stroke-GAN Painter mainly
consists of Stroke-GAN, the Artist Module and Canvas. (a) shows
style strokes generated by Stroke-GAN. (b) shows the states of the
canvas during the learning-to-paint process.

the stroke selection to “use” Stroke-GAN generating well-
behaved strokes which are rendered onto the canvas to cre-
ate high quality paintings.

3. Stroke-GAN painter

We propose a new painting model (namely Stroke-GAN
painter) to achieve stroke-by-stroke painting for machines
or computers. The goal of our Stroke-GAN painter is to
paint diverse art styles of paintings in a unified framework.
We mainly consider oil paintings, watercolor paintings, and
pastel paintings on the canvas in this paper though extra
painting styles can also be easily adopted to our framework.
When given an image, our model can continually render
style-strokes onto the canvas to create different art styles of
paintings by choosing the style of strokes. Fig. 2 depicts
our proposed Stroke-GAN painter consisting of Stroke De-
signer Module, Stroke-GAN, the Artist Module, and Can-
vas. The Stroke Designer Module provides different styles
of stroke datasets for training Stroke-GAN, which generates
style strokes (a). The Artist Module feeds in bothU0 andCn
to optimize Stroke Selection, which controls Stroke-GAN
to generate well-behaved strokes. The states of the can-
vas during the learning-to-paint process are shown in (b).
Stroke-GAN Painter learns to create paintings from a novice
to a veteran and the painting quality is improved with more
painting times. Section 3.1 presents Stroke Designer Mod-
ule to generate different styles of stroke datasets for train-
ing Stroke-GAN. Section 3.2 presents Stroke-GAN, which
feeds in values obtained from stroke selection to generate
style strokes, which are then painted on Canvas Cn. The
Artist Module feeds in both the reference image U0 and
Canvas Cn to optimize stroke selection, thereby finishing
the painting process. Section 3.3 next describes the paint-
ing process and stroke selection optimization.



3.1. Stroke designer module

Stroke modeling. The art style of a painting can be af-
fected by the stroke style. We artfully devise the Stroke
Designer Module to generate stroke datasets for training
Stroke-GAN. Inspired by previous studies [25, 16], our
Stroke Designer Modules consider the following variables:
P denotes the set of the control points of a Bézier curve, S
denotes the set of the size of a geometric shape, T denotes a
set to control the transparency of the stroke, and V denotes
the set to control the stroke color.

• Stroke shape: We use different geometric shapes to
represent a brush tip and Bézier curves to mimic the
route of a brush. The points in P = {(xi, yi)|i =
0, 1, 2, ..., d} control Bézier curves, where d is the de-
gree of Bézier curve. Bézier curves can be expressed
explicitly as Eq. (1).
• Stroke size: We use S = {s0, s1} to define the size of

a geometric shape to control the stroke size. The size
of the brush tip varies with the values of S.
• Stroke transparency: We use T = {t0, t1} to control

the transparency of the stroke. The transparency of the
stroke varies with the values of T.
• Color: Primary colors denoted by sect V = {r, g, b}

can determine the color of the stroke.

Stroke datasets. The Stroke Designer Module pro-
vides different stroke-style datasets for training Stroke-
GAN. Each stroke dataset includes 200,000 stroke images,
each with 64 × 64 resolution. We mainly adopt three most
representative stroke styles (though we essentially gener-
ate more than five styles of strokes): 1) watercolor style, 2)
oil-painting style, and 3) pastel-painting style. The pastel-
painting style is provided by [25] while both oil-painting
style and watercolor style are generated by the Stroke De-
signer Module. We use Bézier curves (BC) to simulate the
route of the stroke and different circles to mimic the tip of
a brush. Each stroke is made by 100 variant circles moving
along BC.

B(t) =

d∑
i=0

(
d

i

)
(1− t)(d−i)tiPi, t ∈ [0, 1], (1)

where Pi denotes the control point with coordinates
(xi, yi) ∈ P.

3.2. Stroke-GAN

In order to improve the painting quality and the fideli-
ty of the stroke, we design the three-player GAN model,
namely Stroke-GAN, to generate stylized strokes for the
painting process. Stroke-GAN is the core component to en-
dow our model with diverse art styles of paintings following
a given image in a unified framework while preserving the
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Figure 3. Structure of Stroke-GAN. The Stroke Designer Module
provides stroke datasets. Stroke-GAN consists of a normal gener-
ator G, a coloring module G′ and a discriminator D.

high fidelity of details owing to the coloring module (i.e.,
the third player) in a GAN. Paintings mainly contain sever-
al elements, e.g., lines, textures, colors and so on [19]. Our
Stroke-GAN is designed to generate strokes containing with
these elements. Therefore, the stroke style has a major in-
fluence on the painting style. Moreover, our Stroke-GAN is
an end-to-end training model so that our painter framework
has the flexibility to change the art styles by choosing dif-
ferent trained Stroke-GAN models. We do not need to train
the whole painter on any image datasets since the model is
designed to learn to paint from a novice to a veteran.

3.2.1 Motivation to design Stroke-GAN

We design our Stroke-GAN mainly based on Deep Con-
volutional Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) [26],
which offers more stable training than conventional GAN-
s. But the strokes generated by the normal DCGAN (i.e.,
two-player game) are stained with shade colors. It is d-
ifficult to mimic the painting process of human artists by
using stained-colored strokes. To address this problem, we
design a second generator (i.e., the third player) to re-color
strokes with three color parameters to generate pure-colored
strokes, which are better for painting (closer to the stroke
painted by human artists).

3.2.2 Three-player-game of Stroke-GAN

In order to control stroke colors, we design the coloring
module as the third player (i.e., the red cuboid) immediately
following the normal generator (being essentially a convo-
lutional neural network), as shown in Fig. 3. Stroke-GAN
consists of a normal generator G, a coloring module G′ and
a discriminator D. After being fed with stroke selection-
s, G learns to generate stroke images but stained-colored,
and G′ learns to generate pure-color strokes. The discrim-
inator first determines whether a stroke generated by G is
valid or not, and then determines the stroke image gener-
ated by G′. Both G and G′ update during the adversary
mode with D. In particular, G′ learns to purify the stained-



color strokes generated by G according to ck. Since the
randomness of DCGAN leads to the unexpected stroke col-
or, we design the coloring module (G′) to control the stroke
color. Particularly, the stroke selection is controlled by ak
with 50 parameters (used as inputs of Stroke-GAN), where
ak = [bk, ck] (k = 1, ...,K and K is the batch size as in
Algorithm 1). The normal generator (G) feeds the variable
bk with 47 parameters and outputs the stroke image G(bk)
while ck is used to control the stroke color {r, g, b} fed into
G′. Stroke-GAN improves the original DCGAN to purify
the shade colors in strokes (as shown in Fig. 3). The color-
ing module feeds ck with the strokeG(bk) to learn to purify
the stroke.

Since the stroke image just contains the background and
the stroke, we can use threshold segmentation [5] to sep-
arate the stroke region and the background region. Let us
denote the matrix of pixels in the stroke image by P =
[p1, ..., pc], where c is the number of channels of the im-
age. We denote the average of P by P. Since the pixel
values of the background in the stroke image generated by
G are unknown, we should train G′ to find the threshold of
the background pixels. We denote the threshold by γ. We
use threshold segmentation to eliminate the background re-
gion from the stroke image, and the result is denoted by P̃,
which is obtained as follows:

P̃ = γ −P. (2)

The values of the elements in P̃ are 0 or close to 0 in the
background region. We use min(·) and max(·) to calculate
the minimum and maximum values in P̃, respectively. We
calculate the stroke region and denote the results by SP ,
which is obtained by

SP = (P̃−min(P̃))/(max(P̃)−min(P̃)). (3)

In particular, the values of the elements in SP close to 1
are the stroke pixels, and the values close to 0 represent the
background pixels. We then use ck to recolor the stroke and
obtain the pure stroke image PS as follows:

PS = [SP ,SP ,SP ] · ck. (4)

The coloring module endues our painter with more cre-
ativity in painting, e.g., outputting paintings with different
colors even from the same reference image owing to Stroke-
GAN learning the color of the reference image directly by
feeding in ck. This is the reason that Stroke-GAN can be
trained without data-labelling. Even though Stroke-GAN
generates strokes not the same as the dataset, the coloring
module learning the color from the reference image can stil-
l ensure the rendered canvas close to the reference image.
The design of the coloring module plays an important role
to let a GAN generate realistic human strokes. Moreover,
this design can also make Stroke-GAN easy to learn dif-
ferent styles of strokes. Therefore, a unified framework uti-
lized Stroke-GAN can generate different styles of paintings.

Algorithm 1 Training Procedure for Stroke-GAN
Input: Number of training iterations T , batch size K
Output: Discriminator denoted by D, normal genera-
tor denoted by G, and the coloring module denoted by
G′

1: for t = 1, ..., T do
2: Sample examples x = {x1, ...,xk} from training

dataset;
3: Sample normal random noise samples a =

{a1, ...,ak}, where ak = [bk, ck];
4: Update D with the stochastic gradient:

5θd 1
K

K∑
k=1

[
− log

(
D(xk)

)
− log

(
1 −

D
(
G(bk)

))
− log

(
1 − D

(
G′(G(bk), ck)

))]
;

5: Update G with the stochastic gradient:

5θg 1
K

K∑
k=1

− log
(
D
(
G(bk)

))
;

6: Update G′ with the stochastic gradient:

5θg 1
K

K∑
k=1

− log
(
D
(
G′(G(bk), ck)

))
;

7: end for

3.2.3 Training of Stroke-GAN

We train Stroke-GAN to get different stroke models to en-
dow our painter with painting abilities of different stroke
styles. Fig. 3 depicts the structure of Stroke-GAN. Stroke-
GAN is trained with 128 images as a mini-batch for each
stroke dataset containing 200,000 images. We use the whole
dataset as the training set since the DCGAN model has no
need to make the validation. When training Stroke-GAN,
we directly feed the generator with the set of stroke param-
eters (ak) to generate a stroke image. The initial values of
these parameters are random. During the training process,
the generator learns to produce images close to the dataset
by optimizing the values of these parameters. We use Adam
optimizer to train the Stroke-GAN model, and the learning
rate is 0.0002, the values of beta are 0.5 and 0.999. Each
pair of a generated stoke image and a real stroke image is
then fed into the discriminator. The discriminator next de-
termines whether the pair of strokes is valid or not. If the
generated stroke image is similar to the real stroke image,
the pair is valid; invalid otherwise.

The training procedure for Stroke-GAN is given in Al-
gorithm 1. The parameters of ak in Algorithm 1 also mean
the noise samples. We essentially train normal generator
G and the coloring module G′ and the discriminator D by
back-propagating the loss so as to update the parameters θg ,
θc and θd, respectively. In particular, the discriminator D
has the loss `d and the generator G has the loss `g . We use
Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) denoted by `(z,y) to measure



the loss of z on conditional variable y, the function is given
as follows,

`(z,y) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(
−yk · log(zk)− (1−yk) · log(1−zk)

)
.

(5)
When training the discriminator on real stroke images, y =
1, according to Eq. (5), we get the loss of real strokes de-
noted by `dr, as follows:

`dr = `
(
D(x), 1

)
. (6)

When training the discriminator on fake stroke images gen-
erated by G, we then have y = 0 according to Eq. (5), we
get the loss of fake strokes denoted by `da, as follows:

`da = `
(
D(G(bk)), 0

)
. (7)

When training the discriminator on fake stroke images gen-
erated by G′, we then have y = 0 according to Eq. (5), we
get the loss of fake strokes denoted by `db, as follows:

`db = `
(
D
(
G′(G(bk), ck)

)
, 0
)
. (8)

We next have the entire loss of the discriminator denoted
by `d = `dr + `da + `db as follows:

`d =
1

K

K∑
k=1

[
− log

(
D(xk)

)
− log

(
1−D

(
G(bk)

))
− log

(
1−D

(
G′(G(bk), ck)

))]
.

(9)

Similarly, the normal generator G has the loss as follows:

`g =
1

K

K∑
k=1

− log
(
D(G

(
bk)
))
. (10)

And the loss function of the coloring module is designed as
follows:

`c =
1

K

K∑
k=1

− log
(
D
(
G′(G(bk), ck)

))
, (11)

where the strokes in G(bk) are visually stained. The col-
oring module learns to compute the content of the stroke
region in G(bk) and re-color the stroke by ck.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), our Stroke-GAN converges on d-
ifferent stroke datasets. Fig. 4(b) compares sample strokes
generated by Stroke-GAN with the coloring module and
that without the coloring module in contrast to stroke
datasets. Images with red borders in the second column
and the third column denote the strokes with mixed colors
and pure colors generated by Stroke-GAN W/O CM and W
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Figure 4. The training process of Color-G. (a) plots the loss of
Color-G component with iterations on three stroke datasets; (b)
shows stroke samples generated by two comparative methods:
Stroke-GAN with coloring module (W CM) and without coloring
module (W/O CM).

CM, respectively. The stained-color strokes generated by
Stroke-GAN W/O CM cannot mimic human artists’ strokes.
The pure-color strokes generated by Stroke-GAN W CM
are close to human artists’ strokes, thereby being benefi-
cial to improve the quality of the content details. Although
both of Stroke-GAN W/O CM and Stroke-GAN W CM can
generate strokes similar to the given strokes, Stroke-GAN
without the coloring module generates parti-colored strokes
in contrast to Stroke-GAN with the coloring module gen-
erating pure-colored strokes, which are better for painting
(closer to human artists). Our Stroke-GAN can learn any
styles of strokes with the given certain dataset. In this pa-
per, we adopt three stoke datasets: watercolor strokes, oil-
painting strokes, and pastel strokes to generate style strokes.
We save the models trained on watercolor-stroke dataset,
oil-painting-stroke dataset, pastel-stroke dataset as Style1,
Style2, and Style3, respectively. We then choose the corre-
sponding Stroke-GAN model (namely “Style+NO.”) for a
certain art style.

In summary, our Stroke-GAN has the following merits:
1) our Stroke-GAN can recolor the stroke by the design of
the coloring module, thereby improving the artistic creativ-
ity of the painter. For example, the color of the painting can
be recreated close to but not the same as the input refer-
ence image; 2) our Stroke-GAN is flexible to learn any style
strokes as long as the stroke dataset is available owing to
the completeness and independence of Stroke-GAN; 3) our
Stroke-GAN enables end-to-end training so that it can be
easily applied in the painting model to change art styles by
choosing different Stroke-GAN models.

3.3. Artist Module

We endow our painter with the capability in painting di-
verse art styles. Besides using diverse stroke-styles generat-
ed by Stroke-GAN, we also consider the feature-extracting
network (FEN) to extract contents of reference images. Af-
ter being processed by FEN, the original reference image
may lose some contents but retaining the core information
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Figure 5. The coarse-to-fine learning-to-paint process. The refer-
ence image is denoted by U0, Cn denotes a certain state of the
canvas, and N is the painting times. The width and the height of
the canvas are denoted by w and h, respectively.

of the image. We design the Artist Module with FEN and
an optimization algorithm. We use FEN in our Artist Mod-
ule to process the features of the reference image and the
canvas. We use the optimization algorithm to “pick” well-
behaved strokes for rendering the canvas.

3.3.1 Painting Process

We design our painter to mimic the painting process of hu-
man artists with a given style. This painting process is
conducted in a coarse-to-fine manner, in which our painter
learns to paint from scratch to a fine-grained painting af-
ter multiple times of painting. Our Stroke-GAN generates
a sequence of strokes at one time and the Artist Module
optimizes the stroke selection in Section 3.3.2 to “render”
these strokes on the canvas. The painting process is shown
in Fig. 5. The painting model consists of the Artist Mod-
ule, stroke selection, canvas, and Stroke-GAN (generating
strokes). The Artist Module optimizes the stroke selection
and the Stroke-GAN generates strokes used to continually
paint. Stroke-GAN Painter learns to paint from a novice to a
veteran. We observe that the painting quality becomes bet-
ter by repeating multiple learning-to-paint processes. The
painting quality becomes better with the increased n. The
reference image denoted byU0. A certain state of the canvas
and the set of stroke selections are denoted by Cn and An,
respectively. The height h and the width w of the canvas are
automatically configured according to the aspect ratio of the
reference image.

We model our painting process as a Stroke-State-
Optimizing-Process with a state set S, a stroke selection A
and a mapping f : S → A. We denote S = {Cn|n =
1, 2, ..., N}, A = {An|n = 1, 2, ..., N}, where N is the
number of the painting times, also the number of the itera-
tion of the painting model. We denote the total number of
the strokes needed to complete the painting by K. Since
each An has K elements, we then choose An = {ak|k =
1, 2, ...,K}. One ak in the stroke selection is used to pick

one stroke (generated by Stroke-GAN). For each iteration,
the stroke selection outputs a set of (the number is K) ak to
let Stroke-GAN generate K strokes. One painting process
is finished whenK strokes all rendered onto the canvas, i.e.,
one Cn is done.

A sequence of strokes generated by Stroke-GAN are es-
sentially images, each with 64 × 64 pixels. Thus, the can-
vas is divided into h × w grids for rendering convenience,
and the size of each grid is also 64 × 64 pixels. We ren-
der the sequence of strokes into the canvas grid-by-grid.
In each grid, the content at the stroke position in the new
stroke image replaces that at the corresponding position.
Stroke-GAN produces K strokes at a time, where K equal-
s the number of strokes in each grid multiplied by h × w
grids. The strokes are sequentially rendered in the grid-
by-grid order. Stroke-GAN runs once in one painting pro-
cess. The mapping f : S → A adapts the transition func-
tion Cn+1 = f(Cn, An+1). The stroke selection first out-
puts an initial set A1; each element in A1 denotes an effec-
t for rendering a stroke at a certain position of the canvas.
The artist module then optimizes the stroke selection via the
stroke-selection-optimizing algorithm and generates a new
set of elements An, which are used to render strokes on the
canvas to get Cn. We continue the coarse-to-fine process
fromCn toCn+1, whereCn+1 denotes a fine-grained paint-
ing (with optimized strokes). Continuing the above process,
we finally obtain the well-done painting CN .

3.3.2 Stroke selection optimization

We design an Artist Module to optimize the stroke selection.
The Artist Module consists of FEN and the optimization al-
gorithm. During the painting process, the Artist Module
first feeds in both the reference image and the painted can-
vas to compute the distance between them, then optimizes
the stroke selection. Therefore, the stroke selection pick-
s well-behaved strokes generated by Stroke-GAN. In oth-
er words, the state of the canvas Cn+1 is better than Cn.
This procedure continues until one painting process com-
pletes and a painting CN is generated after N painting pro-
cess. The learning-to-paint process works in a coarse-to-
fine manner.

It is crucial to optimize the stroke selection. The Artist
Module first extracts the features from U0 and Cn and then
compute the distance between them by the `1-distance. We
denote the extracted features from the reference image U0

and those from the painted canvas Cn by F(U0) = {Ij |j =
1, 2, ...,M} and F(Cn) = {cj |j = 0, 1, 2, ...,M}, respec-
tively, where M is the number of features extracted by the
neural Artist Module. In particular, Ij , cj denote the fea-
tures of U0 and those of a certain state of canvasCn, respec-
tively. We calculate the `1-distance loss function denoted by



L(U0, Cn) as follows

L(U0, Cn) =
1

M

M∑
j=1

|Ij − cj |. (12)

The `1-distance loss function essentially computes the
distance between the features of reference image U0 and
those of canvasCn. The stroke-selection-optimization algo-
rithm optimizes the stroke selection by tuning the values of
the parameters in each ak according to the `1-distance loss
function. The function f(Cn, An+1) is done by the back-
propagation algorithm for L(U0, Cn). Every state of the
canvasCn is composed ofK strokes, and every stroke is de-
termined by ak. Thus, the values of the parameters in each
ak can be optimized by the backpropagation for L(U0, Cn).

3.4. Style reconstruction

As explained in Section 3.2, Stroke-GAN is the core
component to generate the style. The Artist Module al-
so contributes to the stylization of the whole painting. In
particular, we use FEN in the Artist Module to extract fea-
tures of the reference image as well as the painted canvas.
This process brings some content loss of the original image
but mimicking paintings close to the original image. This
step can make the generated painting different but similar
to the reference image, i.e., the recreation of the art mime-
sis or “realism”. We reconstruct the painting style by us-
ing Stroke-GAN and FEN in the Artist Module. In partic-
ular, Stroke-GAN endows the painter with diverse styles of
strokes and FEN in the Artist Module creates the art style.

3.4.1 Art style

Since [25] indicates that the content objective preserves on-
ly the high-level features while the parameterization can fil-
l out the details, we also only take the high-level features
as inputs. We adopt two most representative deep neural
networks: GoogleNet [29] or Residual nets (ResNets) [12]
for the digital Artist Module. The design of using FEN
to process the original reference image not directly using
the original image endues our painter with the artistic cre-
ativity while retaining a high similarity to the reference im-
age. We focus on the realism of the oil painting so that we
use ResNet to build FEN in the Artist Module. ResNet-
s have a high accuracy on information extracting [12] so
that ResNets can keep a high fidelity of the extracted fea-
tures. Therefore, we use ResNet to mimic the realism of
the oil painting. On the other hand, features extracted by
GoogleNet are relatively sparse so that it may offer more
creative space for our painter, e.g., mimesis and diversity.
Therefore, we use GoogleNet to for watercolor and pastel
paintings (integrated with the style strokes).

Watercolor Oil painting Pastel

Figure 6. Samples of three kinds of stroke styles. Note that, the
oil-painting strokes have sharp contours and volatile routes. When
stacking multiple strokes on the canvas, the oil-painting texture
can be recognised easily via the sharp contours and volatile routes.

3.4.2 Stroke style

Different strokes can bring different styles of artwork even
though the different type strokes are used by the same hu-
man artist. We design three kinds of strokes to endow our
painter with more creativity. Fig. 6 shows different stroke
styles: the watercolor strokes, oil-painting strokes, pastel
strokes from left to right. The watercolor strokes have s-
mooth and soft contours and the routes of the brushes are
simple and pure. In contrast, oil-painting strokes have sharp
contours and volatile routes. Moreover, the pastel strokes
look being accumulated with many uneven points (mimick-
ing granular textures of pastel paintings). These different
styles of strokes render the canvas so as to show differen-
t styles of the paintings. After utilizing different FENs to
process the reference image to integrate with different types
of strokes, we can obtain different styles of paintings.

4. Experimental results

We evaluate our painters with several experiments. We
first introduce the implementation. Then, we evaluate three
styles of paintings generated by our painter and compare
the performance of the proposed Stroke-GAN painter with
state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods. Finally, we conduct abla-
tion studies to compare how our Stroke-GAN painter gener-
ates different styles of paintings by fine-tuning the design.

4.1. Implementation

Our experiments were conducted on a workstation with
an i7-7700k CPU and an NVIDIA Titan RTX GPU. We e-
valuate our painter on three image datasets: CelebA [23],
ImageNet [27], and real-world photos. These images cov-
er various types of contents including portraits, animal-
s, landscapes, and buildings. All the images used in
experiments are labelled as “Img No.”. We use Style1
(Stroke-GAN model) and the Artist Module composed of
GoogleNet to generate watercolor-stroke paintings, Style2
and the Artist Module composed of ResNet to generate
oil-painting-stroke paintings, Style3 and the Artist Module
composed of GoogleNet to generate pastel-stroke paintings.
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Figure 7. Paintings generated by our method from CelebA [23], ImageNet [27], and real-world images, covering various types of contents,
such as portraits, animals, landscapes, and buildings. The top-row images are the reference images while our painter generates the rest
three rows of images: the pastel-stroke paintings, oil-painting-stroke paintings, and watercolor-stroke paintings.

4.2. Comparison of stroke styles

We compare paintings generated by different styles of
strokes on CelebA, ImageNet, and real-world photos. As
shown in Fig. 7, the top-row images are the reference im-
ages while our painter generates the rest three rows of im-
ages: the pastel-stroke paintings, oil-painting-stroke paint-
ings, and watercolor-stroke paintings. We also label images
with “Img No.” for the experiment, where images labelled
with Img 39 and Img 12 are taken from CelebA [23], Img 32
and Img 35 are taken from ImageNet [27], the rest of them
are real-world images. Fig. 7 illustrates that all the generat-
ed paintings exhibit different styles in contrast to the refer-
ence images. In particular, the pastel-stroke paintings in the
second row preserve enough textures and lines while losing
some color features. The oil-painting-stroke paintings in the
third row well preserve textures, lines, and color features,
consequently capturing meticulous details to reference im-
ages. Meanwhile, we observe stroke textures from oil paint-
ings comparing with reference images, demonstrating the
oil-painting stylization. The watercolor-stroke paintings in
the fourth row exhibit a stylization between pastel paintings
and oil paintings though this painting style is good at ex-
pressing watercolor styles for scenic and building images
(see Img 26, 15, 11, 21, and 23 of the bottom row in Fig. 7).

Fig. 8 plots the `1-distance testing results between the
generated images and the reference images. Specifically,
Fig. 8(a) plots the `1-distance versus painting times with
consideration of three stroke styles: oil-painting stroke,
watercolor stroke, and pastel stroke. We observe that al-
l the three styles nearly converge after 300 painting times
though the oil-painting stroke style converges faster than
other two styles. Differently, the pastel-stroke style paint-
ings converge slower than watercolor and oil paintings since
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Figure 8. The `1-distance between the generated images and ref-
erence images. (a) shows the `1-distance of different stroke styles
on real-world photos; (b) is `1-distance of different datasets of the
watercolor-stroke style.

pastel-stroke paintings lose more content details. Fig. 8(b)
compares three types of image datasets with the same
watercolor-stroke style. We observe that it took 200 paint-
ing times to recreate the images of CelebA, 300 painting
times to generate images of ImageNet, and 400 painting
times to obtain images of real-world photos. Because the
portrait images of CelebA are relatively easier to learn for
our painter than those of ImageNet and real-world photos
due to fewer features.

4.3. Comparison with prior methods

We evaluate our painter by comparing it with the state-
of-the-art learning-based methods, including Neural Painter
(NP) [25], MDRL Painter (MDLRP) [16], SNP [38] and
PaintTF [22] that outperform other learning methods and
traditional SBR methods. Meanwhile, we consider two rep-
resentative art styles of our model: the pastel-stroke paint-
ing and oil-stroke painting for comparison. This is because
our model can generate diverse art styles of paintings. In
particular, we adopt NP to generate the pastel-stroke paint-
ings to compare with the paste-stroke paintings generated
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Figure 9. Comparison with prior methods. (a) Pastel-stroke paintings generated by our painter and NP [25]. (b) Oil-painting-stroke
paintings generated by our painter, MDRLP [16], SNP [38] and PaintTF [22].

by our painter. Similarly, we employ MDRLP, SNP and
PaintTF to generate oil paintings for comparison with our
painter. In order to obtain the best paintings generated by
the compared methods (mentioned in their papers), we use
the pre-trained models provided by the authors and choose
the parameters to be the default values given by the authors.

4.3.1 Qualitative comparison

Fig. 9 compares visual effect of paintings generated by our
painter, NP [25], MDRLP [16] SNP [38] and PaintTF [22].
Fig. 9(a) compares pastel paintings generated by NP and our
painter. We observe that our painter generates images with
more details and textures than NP. For example, we cannot
identify the face texture and teeth of the woman’s portrait
in the image generated by NP while the image generated
by our painter well preserves those details, thereby look-
ing more vivid. Compared with the stroke generating, N-
P [25] only generates fixed strokes, while our Stroke-GAN
generates adjustable strokes thanks to the coloring module.
Therefore, strokes are tuned according to the input image to
retain more details.

Fig. 9(b) compares oil paintings generated by MDRLP,
SNP, PaintTF and our painter. We observe that images gen-
erated by our painter have less content loss than those gener-
ated by MDRLP, SNP and PaintTF. It is quite obvious when
comparing the zoomed blocks, our painter well preserves
the details of the man’s eyes and mouth and textures of the
building. Our model uses the independent Stroke-GAN to
generate strokes with diverse shapes and variant sizes so as
to depict detailed contents. However, brushstrokes used in
SNP and PaintTF have few variants on the stroke shape ow-
ing to the stroke directly generated by their entire models.
In particular, their models have only two shapes of strokes

despite variant stroke size and angles. On the other hand,
the stroke-texture representation is different among all com-
pared methods. MDRLP presents the stroke textures while
losing some contents since they have no special process of
the stroke to mimic the stroke textures. Meanwhile, more
strokes and painting steps can make the result be the same
as the input photo instead of a painting. SNP and Paint-
TF present stroke textures by adding a stroke-texture mask
after the stroke is generated. In other words, the stroke con-
tains no textures when it is generated and the textures have
no affect on optimizing the stroke. Our Stroke-GAN painter
renders the stroke texture by generating a sharp contour that
mimics the thick edge of oil paints in a stroke. Therefore,
the painting results present irregular-line textures instead of
the brush textures.

4.3.2 Quantitative comparison

To further evaluate the quality of paintings generated by
our Stroke-GAN painter and the state-of-the-art method-
s, we conduct a two-step user study inspired by [15, 30]:
User Study I and User Study II. For fair comparison, we
conduct blind trials, in which neither participants knew the
methods generated comparison paintings nor the authors of
this paper. User Study I focuses on the favor of people to
the art-style paintings generated by our Stroke-GAN painter
and the state-of-the-art methods. User Study II focuses on
the fidelity of the content details and the recognizability of
stroke textures of the paintings generated by our Stroke-
GAN painter and the state-of-the-art methods.

User Study I. User Study I is conducted by two question-
naires, the first one is to compare the pastel style artworks,
and the second one is to compare the oil-painting style art-
works. Since User Study I is designed to evaluate the favor
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Figure 10. User Study I. The vertical axis and horizontal axis de-
note the percentage of users’ votes and image pairs, respectively.
(a) Results on pastel-stroke paintings generated by our painter and
NP [25]. (b) Results on oil paintings generated by our painter,
MDRLP [16], SNP [38] and PaintTF [22].

of people to artworks generated by different methods, we do
not emphasize the background of users in the comparison,
although the users are from artistic and non-artistic back-
grounds. In the first questionnaire, we arbitrarily choose 20
images from CelebA [23] (3 images), ImageNet [27] (6 im-
ages), and real-world photos (11 photos); those images also
cover various types of contents including landscapes, build-
ings, animals, and portraits. The first group of participants
are chosen from various background (10% in the art field),
age groups (17-50), and genders where there are 44 females
and 43 males. User Study I is conducted to evaluate the ef-
fect of the pastel-stroke paintings generated by our painter
and NP [25].

For each reference image (numbered from 1 to 20 in
Fig. 10), we obtain a pair of images painted by our painter
and NP. Consequently, there are 20 pairs of images for the
user study. We mainly evaluate the favor and the stylization
of generated images. Thus, we ask participants to choose
which image represents a pastel-stroke painting and is al-
so favoured in each pair of images. Fig. 10(a) depicts the
results. We observe that more participants choose the im-
ages generated by our painter in all the 20 pairs of im-
ages, i.e., we obtain at least 63.22% and 76.9% (on aver-
age) of all the votes, implying that images generated by our
painter are closer to pastel paintings. Similarly, we conduct
the second questionnaire to evaluate the oil-painting effec-
t with comparison of our painter, MDRLP [16], SNP [38]
and PaintTF [22]. The second group of participants are al-
so chosen from diverse background, ages, and genders (i.e.,
40 females and 32 males). We also select 20 images from
CelebA, ImageNet, and real-world images to cover differ-
ent content types (see the numbered images from 21 to 40
in the bottom row of Fig. 10). We also ask participants to
choose which image is closer to an oil painting and more
popular in each pair of images. We have a similar observa-
tion from Fig. 10(b) that most participants (31.2% among
four methods) choose images generated by our painter for
oil paintings among the compared methods.

User Study II. We further conduct User Study II to com-

pare the paintings generated by our method and the state-
of-the-art methods in terms of the content details and stroke
textures. We also conduct two user-study questionnaires
(Likert scale [21]) for pastel painting style and oil paint-
ing style, respectively. The participants are divided into two
groups: users with artistic background and users without
artistic background. All the participants are chosen from
various age groups (17-50) and genders where there are
20 females and 5 males for each user-study questionnaire.
We compare the average score (µ), variance (σ), the 95%
confidence interval of paintings generated by each method.
Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 show the results of the group without artis-
tic background, and the results of the group with artistic
background, respectively.

In Tab. 1 (without artistic background), the content de-
tails of paintings generated by MDRLP [16], PaintTF [22]
and SNP [38] gain low scores, i.e., lower than 3. One rea-
son lies in the fact that their paintings lose too many details,
and the stroke textures generated by MDRLP [16] are al-
so difficult to be recognized for most of the users. In con-
trast, the paintings generated by our Stroke-GAN painter
have positive scores on both content details and stroke tex-
tures. Similarly, in Tab. 2 (with artistic background), our
method gains a higher evaluation score on both these two
items than other methods. Comparing Tab. 1 and Tab. 2
together, users without artistic background give higher e-
valuations than users with artistic background on most of
the compared methods. On the other hand, both users with
and users without artistic background have higher evalua-
tion on our paintings than other methods. In particular, the
average score denoted by µ of the content details reaches
3.940 and the upper bound is 4.060 (in 95% confidence in-
terval) as shown in Tab. 1. In Tab. 2, the average score of
the stroke texture reaches 3.956 with the upper bound 4.141.
Interestingly, for the representation of stroke textures, users
without artistic background give higher score (2.816) for M-
DRLP [16] than users with artistic background (2.583), and
the highest score given by users without artistic background
is 3.468 (our method). However, there are opposite scores
given by users with artistic background. The scores given
for SNP [38] and PaintTF [22] are higher than our method
although our score is 3.604 (close to these two methods).

In summary, both pastel-stroke paintings and oil-
painting-stroke painting of our method contain more de-
tailed contents than the compared methods. For non-artistic
users, the stroke textures are not well presented by most
methods, and for artistic users, PaintTF [22], SNP [38]
and our methods (both pastel and oil-painting) can present
stroke textures well.

User Study III. In order to evaluate the aesthetic of the
art-style results, we further conduct User Study III to evalu-
ate the items of color tone and aesthetic beauty of the paint-
ing. We also conduct two user-study questionnaires (Likert



Table 1. User Study II. Scores of paintings generated by our meth-
ods and SOTA methods about content details and stroke textures
without artistic background.

Items Methods µ σ
95% confidence interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Content

NP [25] 3.626 0.181 3.530 3.723
Ours 3.940 0.227 3.820 4.060

MDRLP [16] 2.839 0.308 2.683 2.996
PaintTF [22] 2.471 0.386 2.274 2.668
SNP [38] 2.374 0.298 2.153 2.595
Ours 3.361 0.214 3.251 3.611

Stroke

NP [25] 3.605 0.265 3.465 3.746
Ours 3.722 0.258 3.585 3.859

MDRLP [16] 2.816 0.286 2.670 2.962
PaintTF [22] 2.582 0.368 2.394 2.769
SNP [38] 2.576 0.294 2.358 2.794
Ours 3.468 0.201 3.366 3.571

Table 2. User Study II. Scores of paintings generated by our meth-
ods and SOTA methods about content details and stroke textures
with artistic background.

Items Methods µ σ
95% confidence interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Contents

NP [25] 3.446 0.225 3.258 3.635
Ours 3.775 0.229 3.584 3.967

MDRLP [16] 2.717 0.446 2.459 2.974
PaintTF [22] 2.397 0.559 2.074 2.719
SNP [38] 2.237 0.567 1.909 2.564
Ours 3.803 0.313 3.623 3.984

Strokes

NP [25] 3.594 0.286 3.355 3.833
Ours 3.956 0.221 3.772 4.141

MDRLP [16] 2.583 0.398 2.353 2.813
PaintTF [22] 3.668 0.214 3.544 3.791
SNP [38] 3.682 0.153 3.594 3.770
Ours 3.604 0.239 3.466 3.742

Table 3. User Study III. Scores of paintings generated by our meth-
ods and SOTA methods about artistic sense on color tone and beau-
ty without artistic background.

Items Methods µ σ
95% confidence interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Color tone

NP [25] 3.703 0.316 3.535 3.870
Ours 3.688 0.306 3.526 3.851

MDRLP [16] 3.211 0.274 3.071 3.350
PaintTF [22] 2.934 0.363 2.749 3.119
SNP [38] 2.845 0.346 2.588 3.101
Ours 3.708 0.190 3.611 3.805

Beauty

NP [25] 3.782 0.386 3.577 3.986
Ours 3.833 0.293 3.678 3.988

MDRLP [16] 2.963 0.327 2.796 3.130
PaintTF [22] 2.537 0.380 2.343 2.731
SNP [38] 2.484 0.356 2.220 2.748
Ours 3.508 0.188 3.412 3.604

Table 4. User Study III. Scores of paintings generated by our meth-
ods and SOTA methods about artistic sense on color tone and beau-
ty with artistic background.

Items Methods µ σ
95% confidence interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Color tone

NP [25] 3.857 0.243 3.654 4.060
Ours 3.913 0.250 3.704 4.121

MDRLP [16] 3.823 0.238 3.686 3.961
PaintTF [22] 3.607 0.290 3.439 3.774
SNP [38] 3.743 0.237 3.606 3.880
Ours 4.217 0.357 4.010 4.423

Beauty

NP [25] 3.707 0.346 3.418 3.996
Ours 3.753 0.218 3.571 3.935

MDRLP [16] 3.550 0.327 3.361 3.739
PaintTF [22] 3.267 0.555 2.946 3.587
SNP [38] 3.470 0.454 3.208 3.732
Ours 3.937 0.400 3.706 4.167

scale [21]) for pastel painting style and oil painting style, re-
spectively. The compared input images are the same as im-
ages used in User Study II. The participants are divided into
two groups: users with artistic background (15) and user-
s without artistic background (19). All the participants are
chosen from various age groups (21-40) and genders where
there are 18 females and 16 males for each user-study ques-
tionnaire. We compare the average score (µ), variance (σ),
the 95% confidence interval of paintings generated by each
method. Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 show the results of the group
without artistic background, and the results of the group
with artistic background, respectively.

In Tab. 3, scores of color tone and aesthetic beauty given
by users without artistic background for pastel paintings (N-
P [25] and our method) are higher than 3. On the other hand,
oil-paintings obtain lower scores. Especially, paintings gen-
erated by PaintTF [22] and SNP [38] gain much lower s-
cores than our method and MDRLP [16] on the item of aes-
thetic beauty. Considering the scores of the content item
in Tab. 1 (given by users without artistic background) are
also lower than 3, the paintings generated by PaintTF [22]
and SNP [38] lose too many detailed contents so that users
without artistic background give low scores on the beauty

item. Although users without artistic background did not
give high scores, the ranks of the compared methods about
the aesthetic beauty item and the color-tone item keep the
same.

On the other hand, users with artistic background give
higher scores than users without artistic background. In
Tab. 4, paintings generated by all the compared methods
obtain scores higher than 3. Especially, our paintings gain
4.217 on the item of color tone and 3.937 on the item of aes-
thetic beauty. Comparing Tab. 4 with Tab. 3, our method,
MDRLP [16], PaintTF [22] and SNP [38] achieve much
higher scores than NP [25]. In other words, the evalua-
tion of pastel-style paintings generated by NP has little d-
ifference between users with artistic background and users
without artistic background. However, the difference be-
tween these two kinds of users is obvious when evaluating
the oil-painting style paintings. For example, on the item
of aesthetic beauty, users without artistic background give
higher scores for paintings of PaintTF than SNP while user-
s with artistic background give lower scores. But all users
give consistent evaluation. In particular, on both color tone
and aesthetic beauty, our method is better than others while
PaintTF [22] and SNP [38] rank the last.



Comparing Tab. 1, Tab. 2, Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 together, our
method gains the highest comprehensive scores among the
state-of-the-art methods. Meanwhile, NP performs well on
both content and color-tone items; MDRLP performs well
on the color-tone item; PaintTF and SNP perform well on
the stroke-texture item.

4.4. Ablation study

In this section, we investigate how our painter generates
different styles of paintings with different FENs and strokes.

Alternative Feature-Extracting Networks. Recall that
we choose GoogleNet as the FEN for watercolor and pastel-
stroke images and ResNet as the FEN for oil-painting
images. We exploit a new FEN with a combination of
GoogleNet and ResNet, namely (G+R) to generate paint-
ings. We denote the `1-distance of features extracted by
GoogleNet and the `1-distance of features extracted by
ResNet by LG(U0, Cn) and LR(U0, Cn), respectively, ac-
cording to Eq. (12). In particular, the loss function of G+R
network can be written as

L(U0, Cn) = 0.5LG(U0, Cn) + 0.5LR(U0, Cn). (13)

We only make the backpropagation algorithm for the fi-
nal L(U0, Cn).

Fig. 11 depicts the results of three types of FENs with
four different styles of paintings denoted by strokes Style1,
Style2, Style3 and Style4. Note that Style4 is a new stroke
designed with a hollow circle and Cubic Bézier curve and
Style4 stroke dataset is generated by a similar method to
Style1. We observe from Fig. 11 that the G+R network
can generate a new style of paintings similar to both pastel-
stroke and oil-painting images. Moreover, we also find that
an FEN essentially determines the art style and a stroke de-
termines the painting style. The various combinations of
them can generate a diversity of paintings.

Number of Strokes. We next investigate the impact of
the number of strokes. In particular, the canvas is divid-
ed into h× w grids. We then generate images with various
number of strokes in each grid. Fig. 12 depicts the paintings
generated by different numbers of strokes with the same
FEN. The small image denotes the reference image while
the big images are generated by 2, 5, 8 and 10 strokes bun-
dled in one grid. We observe that the image generated by
2 strokes looks colorful and artfully creative though it also
loses many content details. The increment of strokes (e.g.,
8 strokes or 10 strokes) leads to an exquisite image, which
looks much closer to the reference image than the image
generated by small number of strokes (e.g., 2 strokes or 5
strokes). In summary, the adjustable number of strokes pro-
vides the users with an alternative choice.

SGAN2

SGAN1

SGAN3

SGAN4

GoogleNet (G) G+R ResNet (R)

Figure 11. Paintings generated by different feature-extracting net-
works (FENs) and different styles of strokes. Each row con-
sists of one stroke style of images generated by GoogleNet (G),
GoogleNet+ResNet (G+R), ResNet (R) from the 2nd to the 4th
column, respectively. The reference image is also placed in the 1st
column in each group.

2 Strokes 5 Strokes

8 Strokes 10 Strokes

Figure 12. Paintings generated with different numbers of strokes
in one grid. The small image in the center is the reference im-
age while images generated by 2, 5, 8, 10 strokes are placed in a
clockwise direction.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we present a stroke-based image rendering
approach to mimic the human painting process and gener-
ate different styles of paintings. In particular, we design
Stroke-GAN for the painter to generate different styles of
strokes. Meanwhile, we model the painting process as an
stoke-state-optimization process, which can be optimized
by deep convolutional neural networks. Our artful painter
can generate different styles of paintings in a coarse-to-fine
fashion like human painters. The user studies of the images



generated by our painter and the state-of-the-art learning-
based methods demonstrate that our painter won the most
votes for the closeness to the pastel paintings and oil paint-
ings. Moreover, the images generated by our painter also
preserve more content details than existing methods.

A deep learning algorithm and Stroke-GAN are pro-
posed to decompose the reference image into finite grids for
a sequence strokes rendering to achieve the stroke-by-stroke
effect. We design Stroke-GAN to generate style strokes by
learning stroke datasets. Our Stroke-GAN can learn any
style strokes endowing the painting agent some creativity
and flexibility. Though our generated paintings are not so
well as the masters’ artworks, we make an important step
for learning-based AI painting with creative and flexible art
styles. Meanwhile, there are much worthy work to improve
the quality of the artworks, and some other art styles not
mentioned in this paper are waiting to uncover their mys-
tery veil. In the future, we can combine the advantages of
conventional stroke-based methods with the learning-based
method to improve the painting quality. On the other hand,
we will develop new style transfer methods in a stroke-by-
stroke manner to rich the art styles of AI paintings.
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